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Etude aux chemins de fer (1948)
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(Railroad Study) The railroad theme is treated freely in the first port, which contains
numerous rhythmic developments. The first port is o bit like o theme and variations; then the
second port, still mode up of the some elements, moves with determination away from the
anecdotal character of the noises. At the end, o coda recalls the initial theme.
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Ricardo Dal Farra

This short piece was created using two digitized concrète sounds, the first one appearing all
along the piece, and the second one only in the last seconds. All the composition was
recorded live. No remix or edition was done after the recording. "Estudio sobre ritmo y
espacio" was premiered in 1982, broadcasted by Radio Nacional, Argentina. A tape version
was played in festivals and symposiums.

Rivage (1986)

Gilles Gobeil

(Shore) utilizes unretouched sounds from our urban environment (the noise of traffic, of
industry, of business transactions…) bordered by electronic sounds. The title refers to the
antinomy created by the clash of these two elements, a continual conflict, and symbolizes
the interplay of contrasts, the shifting of a delta, which underlie the work symposiums.

Passagers imminents (1993 )

Christine Groult

In the magic mirrors quiver the signs of the unknown: the frontiers vanish, the stairs lead to
the infinite. Eugénie Kuffler

El Nagual (1993/2013)
gone - urban flashback (2003)

Iannis Xenakis

This delicate piece is full of light crackling sounds and was made from recordings of Charcoal,
crackling and fizzing away. It was composed to sparkle and glitter around the audience, to
envelop them and to clear their mind. (ears)
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Etude aux chemins de fer (1948)*

Pierre Schaeffer

Mesias Maiguashca

Quadrophonic version (2013) The Nagual is one of six compositions from the Reading
Castañeda cycle, which was created between 1980 and 1993. The technical starting point of
the cycle is a metal construction, a KLANGOBJEKT. This consists of a framework from which
metal objects are suspended on nylon threads. They are then "played" with bows or mallets
and amplified by means of contact microphones.

Kesselhaus suite - Ouvertüre (1997)

Dirk Reith

(0verture) from the Kesselhaus-Suite (Boiler House Suite), composed in 1997 as room music
for the boiler house of the Zollverein Pit in Essen. The composer, inspired by the impressive
architecture of the industrial monument, harmonised natural sounds by computer into
electronic and electronic into natural sounds, so that a lively musical dialogue was developed
which, by means of a 16-canal loudspeaker ensemble, turned the first night venue
"Kesselhaus" into a room of multiple virtual sounds. (Stefan Fricke)

From nothing to nothing (2012)

Ana Maria Romano

The world sounds constantly, it gives us sounds and at the same time receives the ones we
give it. The rich sound environment is collectively constructed. Listening is not an isolated
act; it allows us to circulate through the recesses of memory. Listening invites us to interact
and allow ourselves to be affected by everything that surrounds us, it reminds us that we are
an accumulation of relationships and exchanges. It reminds us that each living being is the
center, it distances us from anthropocentrism. Listening is an act of generosity and
resistance. This piece was composed especially for the "Voices from Eris" project, released
on January 3, 2019.

gone - urban flashback (2003)

Karl-Heinz Blomann

This piece is a montage of various urban associations. A flashback of the interspace between
art and everyday life. The composition is arranged like a running belt of acoustic events.
Sound of Venice, art installations from the Biennale, the rhythms of a daily jogging routine,
and a composition for electronic instruments form an urban flashback.

KONFLUENTÎA II (2015)

Claudia Robles A.

This soundscape invites to wander on the ground through a sonorous portrait of mainly two
cities. At the end of this excursion, the audience finds themselves within a unique new city,
an amalgamation of the cities, a new metropolis seeking to melt in a new incarnation.
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Pierre Schaeffer
was a French composer, writer, broadcaster, engineer, musicologist, acoustician and founder
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Iannis Xenakis
was a Romanian-born Greek-French avant-garde composer, music theorist, architect,
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an important influence on the development of electronic and computer music. He integrated
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*Etude aux chemins de fer (Pierre Schaeffer) and Concrete PH ( Iannis Xenakis)
produced by ina grm.

